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WA1: Me in My Writing – Prompt and Grading Rubric 
 

Prompt from Syllabus 

Using the model essay found in Writing About Writing pages 292-297, analyze your own writing 

process or processes.  To complete this analysis, you will need to employ one of the strategies or 

techniques described by the scholars you read in unit one.  For example, the sample essay uses 

Swales’ CARS model. In this essay, be explicit about the methodology or analysis tool you’re 

using, and use a lot of examples.  The more thorough your analysis, the stronger your essay will 

be. Length: 3-4 pages. 

 

Let’s Break It Down 

Over the last three weeks, I have asked you to write Reading Responses that include a summary 

of what you read and an opinion on that summary. Use three or four of these to form the body of 

your paper. Expand on these to tell me how you currently apply them or may/will apply them to 

your writing this semester (just this semester; what you do with the rest of your writing career is 

up to you and probably will change). I would like to see a clear introduction and thesis, 

transitions, and a conclusion that is about the reader. If you have done your Reading Responses, 

your essay is half way written! 

 

MLA Format 

I have provided you with a template. The example in the book is also in proper MLA format. 

You can check the Purdue OWL MLA page to make sure. There should be absolutely no reason 

at all to get this wrong. So, I will not read work that is not formatted properly. I cannot get to 

your content if it is hidden under a mess. The MLA format is like the outer layer of a person; 

rarely does someone care about a “sense of humor” or a “personality” or even an “intellect” if 

the outer layer is a tragedy. Get this right. 

 

Grading Rubric 

The following two pages contain the grading rubric for the writing assignments; it may alter 

slightly for each writing assignment, but only slightly. It is included here so that you have a very 

clear idea of what I am looking for. I usually will not give many comments on the WA since all 

of my suggestions should have come before you sat down to write (i.e. in class lecture, on your 

Reading Responses, in your journals, and during your individual meetings).  

 

Revision 

You may make-up up to TEN points by turning in the revision indicated at the conclusion of 

your Grading Rubric. It will almost always be very specific and focus on a particular area you 

seem to be struggling with. I rarely ask you to revise your entire paper. Scratch that; I will never 

ask you to revise your entire paper. If you get a perfect score, be happy you do not need to 

revise. 

 

Late Work 

As stated in the syllabus, in general, I do not accept late work. I am, however, more likely to be 

lenient with those who have shown effort than with those who have not. 
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Writing Assignment One: Me in My Writing  

ENG 1301: Fall 2011 

FOCUS/THESIS 

 A  
(Excellent)  

10 pts. 

Fully addresses assignment requirements 
Consistently focused throughout paper 

Very clearly stated 

 B  
(Above Avg.)  

7 pts. 

Addresses assignment requirements 
Consistently focused throughout paper (but not as strong as “A”) 

Clearly stated 

 
C  

(Average) 

5 pts. 

Stated thesis, but may not be cohesive or concise or clear 

Thesis may be too obvious, not complex compared to A, B level 
Not fully supported or drawn out throughout paper 

Doesn’t respond properly to assignment 

 
D 

(Below Avg.) 

3 pts. 

Thesis not clearly stated at all (or isn’t present) 

Offers little or no argumentative insight 
Doesn’t respond properly to assignment 

Thesis, if present, not supported throughout paper (paper “strays”) 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

A  
10 pts. 

Convincing, creative supporting analysis and argument 
Makes excellent use of cited works 

Insightful analysis relating to thesis 

Concrete examples from text that are used smoothly and thoroughly in making 
argument 

 

B  

7 pts. 

Convincing supporting examples, but not used with as much sophistication or 

not explained as fully as in A paper 

Makes excellent use of cited works 
Some good analysis relating to thesis, using supporting detail from the text 

 

C  

5 pts. 

Uses some supporting information, but doesn’t explain thoroughly 

Or, does not use supporting details/examples from text 
Does not make good use of cited works (or does not cite) 

Has some analysis, but is not as developed as in A or B paper 

Argumentation and development stray from thesis 

 

D 
3 pts. 

Unconvincing or incomplete argumentation 
Argumentation and development stray from thesis significantly 

Does not make good use of cited works  (or does not cite) 

Does not use supporting details/examples from text; or, 
May use some supporting details, but without explaining them 

ORGANIZATION 

 
A  

10 pts. 

Cohesively and clearly organized, with sophisticated structure 

Logical progression of argument, with clear, creative transitions 
Well-developed, well-structured paragraphs 

 
B  
7 pts. 

Effectively organized 

Logical progression of thought, with generally clear transitions 

Well-developed paragraphs, though could take argument further 

 
C  
5 pts. 

Somewhat confusingly organized 

May have some jumping from one idea to another 

Paragraphs/ideas/arguments need to be drawn out further  

 
D 

3 pts. 

Not clearly organized at all 
Illogical development of ideas, with abrupt or unclear transitions 

Undeveloped and unstructured paragraphs 
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STYLE AND VOICE 

 

A  
10 pts. 

Varied, sophisticated sentence structure 

Precise, creative, and powerful word choice 
Written in appropriate scholarly tone (i.e. third person, except narrative or 

minor writer flourishes) 

 
B  

7 pts. 

Varied sentence structure—not as smooth, sophisticated as A paper 
Adequate word choices 

Written in appropriate scholarly tone (i.e. third person, except narrative or 

minor writer flourishes) 

 
C  

5 pts. 

Some variation in sentence structure 
Lackluster word choice 

Written in a first-person or otherwise inappropriate tone (i.e. unintentionally 

lax or unscholarly) 

 

D 
3 pts. 

Unvaried sentence structure 
Poor word choice 

Inappropriate tone and voice 

Written in a first-person or otherwise inappropriate tone (i.e. unintentionally 
lax or unscholarly) 

WRITING CONVENTIONS 

 
A  

10 pts. 

Perfect or near perfect use of Standard English 

Free of mechanical, grammatical, typographical errors 
Presented in appropriate citation format (MLA style) 

 
B  
7 pts. 

Generally strong use of Standard English 

Relatively free of mechanical, grammatical, typographical errors 

Presented in appropriate citation format (MLA style) 

 
C  
5 pts. 

Weaker use of Standard English 

Quite a few mechanical, grammatical, typographical errors 

Not presented in appropriate citation format (MLA style) 

 
D 

3 pts. 

Not written in Standard English 
Consistent and varied mechanical, grammatical, typographical errors 

Inappropriate format (not using MLA style) 

 

TOTAL: _________ 

 

REVISION 

You may make the following revisions to earn (up to) TEN points for your final grade: 
 

1. 

 
2. 

 

3. 

 
4. 

 

5. 
 

 


